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The status of neutron flux and spectral measurements is described for fusion material irradiations
at reactor, T(d,n), 6e(d,n), and spallation neutron sources. Such measurements are required for the
characterization of an irradiation in terms of displacement damage, gas and transmutant production.
Emphasis is placed on nuclear data deficiencies with specific recommendations for cross section measure-
ments and calculations.

[Neutron dosimetry; nuclear activation cross sections; displacement damage]

Neutron irradiations for the U.S. Fusion
Materials Program require accurate measurements of
the neutron flux and spectrum to characterize the
irradiation in terms of neutron flusnce, displacement
damage, and gas and transmutant generation. Such
knowledge is vitally important if materials effects
are to be correlated between facilities and extra-
polated to fusion reactor environments. All too
often in the past, adequate neutron dosimetry has
been lacking for materials irradiations, making it
very difficult to compare effects measured in
different facilities. The multiple-foil activation
technique, including stable product He monitors, is
being used routinely at all current irradiation
facilities, including reactors, T(d,n), Be(d.n) and
spallation neutron sources. Neutron fluxes can
generally be measured to within 10-30% in the energy
ranges where most of the displacement damage is
generated. Spectral-averaged damage cross sections
can be calculated with 10-15% errors due to dosi-
metric uncertainties, owing to large covariance
effects. However, the damage cross sections them-
selves rely on nuclear data of generally poorer
accuracy (10-50%), as discussed later.

The multiple foil activation technique is
described in previous papers,*»2 including nuclear
half-lives, gamma branching-ratios, and activation
cross sections. For Be(d,n) dosimetry, the activa-
tion cross sections, taken primarily from ENDF/B-IV3
below 20 MeV, were extrapolated to 44 MeV1* using
available data to 28 MeVs and the THRESH code.6 The
cross sections have been tested in Be(d,n) fields at
E<j - 14-40 MeV. Table I summarizes the results of
these tests, comparing estimated cross-section errors
(described below) to errors measured in the indicated
energy ranges. Similar integral tests pertinent to
reactor dosimetry. using 2 3 5U and 2 5 2Cf fission
sources, have also been reported recently.7

Two computer codes are presently being used to
determine the flux spectrum and associated errors
from the integral activation measurements. SANDANL8
uses a Monte Carlo technique to vary the input to
SAND II.9 More recently, we have developed the code
STAYSL,10 which uses a least-squares technique to
solve the variance-covariance matrix for a minimum
value of x2. The STAYSL code has been modified to
accept the same input data as SANDANL, thereby taking
advantage of our previously developed nuclear cross
section and associated error libraries as well as
cadmium cover and neutron self-shielding routines.

Experience with both the SANDANL and STAYSL
codes shows that the largest source of uncertainty
in the input data is the starting spectrum.

Activation errors are typically less than 2% and their
covariances are negligible. Cross section errors are
currently derived from McElroy et al;11 however, these
files will be replaced by ENDF/B-V data, including
covariance effects, in the near future. Cross section
errors, summarized in Table I, are typically 5-30% in
energy regions which most directly contribute to the
activation integrals. However, the errors rapidly
increase to 30-100% at high neutron energies,
especially above 28 MeV where there are virtually no
experimental measurements.

Unfortunately, input flux errors are ver^ poorly
known and must be estimated, in a somewhat subjective
manner, from either neutronics calculations (reactors),
remote active spectrometry (accelerators), or previous
experience. We have estimated that input flux
uncertainties are generally 30-80%, depending on energy.
However, the errors may be much larger in some energy
regions. For example, no flux measurements have been
made at Be(d,n) sources below 1 MeV. In the worst
case, maximum flux errors can be increased until they
no longer have any influence on the output. However,
this procedure will not work if the reaction sensi-
tivities are too low in a particular energy region.
In this case, basic physics or past experience must be
used to set reasonable error limits.

Covariance effects may be very significant in
flux unfolding; however, such data are very poorly
known at present. A cross-section covariance file
will eventually be made available in ENDF/B-V. Input
flux correlations are probably quite large, but they
are totally unknown. We have estimated input flux and
cross-section covariances for the STAYSL code. A
Gaussian function has been used assuming that nearby
flux and cross section energy groups must be very
highly correlated, although distant groups may be un-
correlated. If the Input fluxes are completely
uncorrelated, then discontinuities may appear in the
output spectrum, especially at resonance energies.
However, a correlation full-width at half-maximum of
several flux groups removes this undesired effect and
appears to be analagous to smoothing the iterations in
the SAND II code. Longer term correlations are
assumed to be arbitrarily small and have little notice-
able effect. Correlations between different cross
sections could be quite large since a poorly-known
cross section is often experimentally normalized to a
well-known one. However, such effects must be very
carefully correlated with cross-section variances,
delaying the availability of such files in ENDF/B-V.

Figure 1 shows a flux spectrum determined by
STAYSL for the Oak Ridge Research Reactor (ORR) at
core position E7 at a reduced power of "i MW.



Table I . Comparison of Estimated Cross Section Errors with
Integral Test Results for Be(d,n), Ej = 14 - 40 HeV.
The 90% energy sensi t iv i ty l imi ts are given.

Reaction
1 1 5 I n (n ,n ' ) n 5 m I n
2 3 8U(n,f)

Ti(n,p)"6Sc

TT(n,p)"7Sc

^TiCn.pJ^Sc

Fe(n,p)51tHn
56Fe(n,p)56Mn
59Co(n,p)s9Fe
S8Ni(n,p)s8Co
60Ni(n,p)60Co
27Al{n,a)21lNa
SI lFe(n,a)slCr
59Co(n,a)S6Mn

58Ni(n,2n)S7Ni
S9Co(n,2n)58Co
s9Co(n,3n)57Co

Zr(n,2n)89Zr
93Nb(n,2n)92niNb

169Trn(n,2n)168Tm
169Trn(n';3n)167Tm
197Au(n,2n)196Au

197Au(n,3n)195Au
197Au(n,4n)l9"Au

8U(n,2n)237U

Energy
Range
(HeV)
2 -

2 -

5 -

3"-

7 -

4 -

6 -

5 -

4 -

6 -

7 -

6 -

7 -

13 -

13 -

12 -
22 -

13 -

10 -
10 -

18 -

9 -

18 -
27 -

7 -

23

30

33
33

27

33

23

24
23

23

21

28

24

27

28
27

36

28

22

23

30

24

29
40

16

Estimated
Range of
Errors (±%)

8

6

15

15

15

10

10
10

6

10

6

15

10

10

20

10

20

15

10
10

10

10

10
15

20

- 20

- 15

- 50

- 50

- 50

- 40

-.30
- 40

- 30

- 40

- 15

- 40

- 40

- 20

- 30
- 20

- 40

- 30

- 20

- 20

- 30

- 20

- 30

- 30

- 40

Measured
Integral
Errors {±%)

3

4

14

15

7

6

4

8
9

14

3

36

4

14

14

9
28

13

7
7

9

9

6

11

i l

lcr io lo
ENERGY,MeV

Figure 1. STAYSL results for core position E7 in the Oak Ridge Research Reactor
using 21 reactions. The dashed lines represent one standard deviation.
Differential flux times neutron energy is plotted.



Twenty-one reactions were used including cadmium
covers and fissle monitors. Whereas the thermal and
fast (>1 MeV) group fluxes are determined to
± 10-30«, much larger errors are seen for the energy
region between 1 and 500 keV. This effect is symp-
tomatic of mixed-spectrum reactors (part thermal and
part fast) since, unfortunately, there are no nuclear
reactions which have their principal sensitivity
(cross section x flux) in the 1-500 keV energy region.
Cadmium covered foils do not extend beyond the
resonance region and most effective thresholds are
above 1 MeV. The 93Nb(n,n') 93mNb(13.6Y) reaction
would help, especially for long irradiations. Other-
wise, we must rely on neutronics calculations.

A typical unfolded spectrum for a Be(d,n)
irradiation at Ed = 40 MeV at the U.C. Davis Cyclotron
is shown in Figure 2. As can be seen, the flux errors
are about 10-30^ in the 2-30 MeV energy range. Lower
energies are difficult to unfold since thermal
reactions have a significant contribution (20-40%) to
their activation from neutrons above 1 MeV, and there
have been no measurements below 1 MeV. Fluxes above
30 MeV are hampered by a lack of cross section data.
The most desirable reactions for dosimetry at
accelerator based sources (e.g., the FMIT Li(d,n)
facility under construction at Hanford Engineering
Development Laboratory) are those having multiple,
long-lived activation products from a single element.
Table II lists activation cross sections which are
particularly in need of further measurement or cal-
culation.

probably be determined reasonably well by computer
calculations. The proton fluxes were also measured
by proton activation reactions and appear to be about
1% of the neutron flux with an average energy between
100 and 200 MeV. Fortunately, such high energy
protons contribute little to radiation damage and do
not produce more than 10% of any of the neutron acti-
vation reaction products. Proton activation reaction
cross sections are needed to refine such measurements
and the spallation reaction on 27A1 leading to 7Be
and 22Na is extremely useful since it can also be
used to measure the absolute proton beam intensity.

Dosimetry at T(d,n) sources, such as the Rotating
Target Neutron Source, RTNS II, at Lawrence Livermore
Lab can routinely provide neutron fluences to within
± 7%, using only the 93Nb(n,2n) 92mNb reaction to
monitor the 14.8 MeV neutrons. However, longer
Irradiations will require a longer-lived monitor, such
as 5"*Fe(n,p) 51|Mn. Experiments farther back from the
source, Involving larger masses of material, will also
have to contend with backscattered neutrons at much
lower energy. This can present some mathematical
problems in the unfolding technique, especially if the
14 MeV neutrons dominate the activations. Small errors
in the 14 MeV cross sections can then translate into
much larger errors in the lower energy neutron flux.
Tests are now being planned to study this problem.

Be (d,n) 40 MeV

0.0 27.0

ENERGY,MeV
45.0

Figure 2. STAYSL results for Be(d.n) irradiation at U.C. Davis
Cyclotron at 6 mm using 12 reactions. The dashed
lines represent one standard deviation.

Neutron dosimetry at spallation neutron sources
Is complicated by two factors. First of all, neutrons
extend up to very high energy (300-800 MeV) and 1t
does not appear to be possible to extend the activa-
tion technique to such high energies (>50 MeV).
Secondly, the presence of high energy protons compli-
cate the dosimetry since, for example, (p,d) or
(p.np) reactions cannot be distinguished from (n,2n)
reactions. Fortunately, neither problem has been
found to be very serious in recent tests at the Zero
Gradient Synchrotron at Argonne.12 The neutron flux
above 20 MeV is less than It of the total and can

The importance of accurately measuring the
neutron flux spectrum in various fusion materials
Irradiations Is Illustrated In Table III, which shows
the contribution of various neutron flux groups to
displacement damage production in nickel. At Be or
Li(d.n) sources, 90X of the materials damage is
generated by neutrons In the 2-30 MeV energy range
where fluxes can now be routinely determined to 10-30%.
Hence, the fluxes below 2 MeV and above 30 MeV are not
very Important. At mixed-spectrum reactors, the
problem Is somewhat more difficult since about 20% of
the damage 1s generated In the 0.1 - 1 MeV energy



region where flux measurements are very difficult,
especially for long irradiations. We would particu-
larly like to emphasize that 20-30$ of displacement
damage in reactors may come from neutrons below 1 MeV
since, in the past, experimenters have often neglected
this region, only measuring the flux above 1 - 2 MeV
{e.g., by the 5"*Fe(n,p) reaction). This can lead to
very large errors (50-100%) in the computed damage
rates, especially if a fission spectrum is incorrectly
assumed below 1 MeV.

In conclusion, neutron dosimetry can presently
provide the fusion materials program with flux and
spectral accuracies of 10-30S except in the 1-500 keV
region in mixed-spectrum reactors and below 2 MeV or

above 30 MeV at accelerators. Fortunately, such
errors are not particularly important since the output
fluxes from SANDANL or STAYSL are very highly
correlated. Hence, spectral-averaged damage rates can
be routinely measured to ± 10-1556. For example,
using the output covariance matrix from STAYSL for the
ORR spectrum in Fig. 1, we compute the displacement
damage in nickel to be 28.8 ± 3.0 barns. It should
also be pointed out that the displacement cross
sections themselves have much larger errors (10-50*)
since they depend on all nuclear reactions, including
elastic scattering as well as angular distributions,
many of which are very poorly known. A comprehensive
program is thus needed to measure and calculate cross
sections for both activation and damage calculations
to improve the data base for fusion materials studies.

Table II.

Reaction

Threshold activation reactions needed for
fusion related dosimetry. Elements with
multiple reactions and long-lived products
are particularly desirable.

Energy Range
(MeV)

Reaction Energy Range
(MeV)

93Nb(n,2n)92"!Nb

(n,n')93mNb

Fe(n,X)51(Mn*

S«Fe(n,a)51Cr
S8Ni(n.p)56co

(n,2n)"Ni

(n,3n)56Ni
60Ni(n,p)6°Co

* Total production

9 - 2 8

0.1 - 10

1 - 40

7 - 25
2 - 25

12 - 36

22 - 40
3 - 3 0

from element is

59Co(n,p)59Fe

(n,2n)58Co

(n,3n)S7Co

(n,4n)56Co
197Au(n,2n)196Au

(n,3n)195Au

(n,4n)19"Au

required.

4 - 2 8

10 - 30

20 - 40

30 - 50
8 - 25

15 - 35

23 - 45

Table III. Fraction of displacement damage in nickel
as a function of neutron energy in mixed-
spectrum reactors and Be(d,n) sources.

Reactor (ORR)(Fiq. 1)
Energy Range

(MeV)
Damage
(*)

Be(d.n), Ed - 40 MeV (Fig. 2)
Energy Range

(MeV)
Damage

w
< 0.01
< 0.1

0.1 - 0.4
0.4 - 1

1 - 2
2 - 4
4 - 6

> 6

0.6

3.7
9.2

13.8

24.8
32.2
11.2
5.2

< 2
2 - 5
5-10

10 - 15

15 - 20
20 - 25
25-30

> 30

5
5

15
25

25
15
5

5
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